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Printing Instructions:
The Nature Challenge Circles are meant to be printed on 1” round
label stickers (63 to a sheet). Here’s a link:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07FYPZ2NM/.
Print the labels portrait mode and “actual size”, not “shrink
oversized pages.” You could also print out the stickers on regular
paper, cut around them, and use glue, but I think your child would
enjoy the stickers.

For the other pages, please make sure you choose the correct
orientation and choose “shrink oversized pages.”
Some people have reported problems printing directly from a
phone, so I recommend printing from a computer if possible.
Note: Please download the current month’s study before the end of
the month, since the study will not be available after the month has
ended.

What if we can’t find what we’re looking for? This is very possible,
but I’m confident that any time you are out any nature you will find
something worth seeing. The more you learn about nature, the more
your eyes are opened to what you might see. You might not find
what’s on the calendar today, or this month, or (if the particular item
is hard to find) even this year, but you will know it’s out there. Future
time spent in nature will be richer because of learning about it.

Blank calendar: Use the blank calendar to record anything you wish.
You might want to record birds sighted, or memorable firsts and lasts
of each season.

Night sky observations will have to be made on clear nights.

Help them pay attention to detail with their drawings. How many petals
are there on the flower? Are the leaf margins smooth or serrated? Are
the leaves attached opposite each other or alternating? As they pay
attention to detail, they will be able to produce accurate, useful drawings.
More importantly, they will be strengthening observation skills.

Tree observations: You’ll notice that I periodically prompt you to
make tree observations. If you’re new to this study, adopt a tree close
to your home to observe during the seasons. If you feel ambitious
and want no lack of nature study ideas, adopt more than one.
Consider adopting a variety of trees to observe their flowering, to see
how they form fruit (term used in its broadest sense), and to see how
they change in each season.
Dress for the weather. Yes, here in our home, we’ve run outside
barefoot with no coats in cold weather to see a sunset or observe the
moon, but your nature experience will last longer if you’re dressed for
the weather.

Drawing tips

Even if your child claims that they are not good at drawing, I would still
encourage them to get in the habit of drawing what they see.

Other tips:
Trace leaf outlines.
Make leaf rubbings.
Draw close-ups of one or more parts of the plant.
Nature in Literature: Older children may want to keep their eyes open for
vivid descriptions of nature in writing and include it in their journals.

Repeating activities: Some activities are useful if repeated multiple
times in different locations and at different times of the day. If you
enjoy an activity repeat it later in the month and see if you don’t learn
something new. Plants and animals are always changing, so you can
never run out of things to observe.

“All in all, it was a never to be forgotten summer — one of those summers
which come seldom into any life, but leave a rich heritage of beautiful
memories in their going — one of those summers which, in a fortunate
combination of delightful weather, delightful friends and delightful doing,
come as near to perfection as anything can come in this world."

Coloring page: We usually color these as we see them throughout
the month. If you can’t find the particular item in your area, substitute
a similar item.

— L.M. Montgomery, Anne's House of Dreams

A treasury of such quotes would enrich your nature journal and improve
your own writing and observation skills.

What butterflies can you find? Monarchs
that emerge from their pupae between spring
and mid-summer only live for about three
weeks. Monarchs that emerge later are
capable of living longer and will attempt the
long journey South.
Live cycle: http://www.monarchs-andmilkweed.com/Monarch%20Life%20Cycle.htm
If you’re interested in tagging migrating
monarchs, now would be the time to order
tags. Check out this website:
https://monarchwatch.org/tagging/
Be amazed-Short video on butterflies in
Mexico:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzEdyWQ
0IMk

Make a butterfly puddling station to supply
water and nutrients for butterflies.
https://kidsgardening.org/garden-activitiescreate-a-butterfly-puddle/

Observe a snail. Place it on a glass and watch
it from underneath to see how it moves. Put
it on a piece of black paper and watch it make
a slime trail. Always wash your hands after
handling snails as they can carry diseases.
For an easy to care for pet, consider building a
snail habitat. https://woodlarkblog.com/howto-make-a-snail-habitat/

Maple seeds are called samaras. While most
maples drop their helicopter-shaped seeds in
spring, sugar maples hang on to them until
fall. If you have sugar maples, look for the
seeds forming. If you don’t have them, look
for other seeds forming on trees. Pick seeds
from trees or something else in nature to do
the following activity.
I Notice…It Reminds me of… I Wonder…
1. List all the things you notice about the
item. This can be out loud or on paper.
2. What does the item remind you of?
3. Can you think of anything you have a
question about?
This idea is taken from John Muir Laws. For
more information watch this short video on
his site. https://johnmuirlaws.com/njcepisode-2-i-notice-i-wonder-it-reminds-meof/

Look for tracks in mud. Near a pond would
be a good place to look.
You could also make a track trap by putting
food scraps in the middle of a patch of mud.
Observe the area the next morning. What
tracks can you find?
https://thehomeschoolscientist.com/capturin
g-animal-tracks/
Sheet provided with journal sheets.

Make a toad home out of an old flower pot.
https://rootsy.org/making-frog-habitats/

You could also look for toads after dark with a
flashlight.

Sheet provided with journal sheets.

Learn a new constellation or observe a
familiar one.
Make sun prints. You can either use solar
print paper (such as
https://www.amazon.com/Gardeners-SupplyCompany-Sunprint-Kit/dp/B00D3GS9EW/ ), or
construction paper.
If using construction paper, place flowers and
leaves on the paper in the sun. Weigh down
with rocks or glass. You will have to wait
several hours for a print to be visible. If using
sunprint paper, follow the instructions on the
package.

http://www.seasky.org/constellations/cons
tellations-august.html

Morning glories open with the sun.
The individual blooms only last one day.

Go on a nighttime expedition.

Flowers that open and close with the sun are
called nyctinastic. Morning glories share this
trait with daisies, tulips, and poppies.

Look for shadows cast by the full moon. What
is different about the sounds you hear at night
compared to during the day? Do you see any
nighttime animals?

Observe individual flowers. When do they
close? Does the same flower open the next
morning? You can tie a small string around
the flower to keep track. Observe flowers
from different types of plants. You may want
to go out with a flashlight after dark.
https://www.thedailygarden.us/garden-wordof-the-day/nyctinasty

The Perseid meteor shower peaks this
week. It seems to radiate from the
constellation Perseus.
https://www.learnthesky.com/blog/how-tofind-perseus-constellation

Plantain is useful for bee stings. Learn to
recognize this useful herb. Next time you get
a bee sting, quickly smash some of the leaves
and apply to the area.

The meteor shower is caused by comet SwiftTuttle which was discovered in 1862 by both
Lewis Swift and Horace Tuttle.
https://earthsky.org/astronomyessentials/everything-you-need-to-knowperseid-meteor-shower/

https://preparednessmama.com/herbs-toknow-plantain/
Sheet provided with journal sheets.
Use the leaf margin and venation fact sheet at
the end. (Hint: When you tear plantain
stems, they’re stringy like celery.)

Here are some supplemental comet
exploration ideas:
https://wonderfilleddays.com/meteorshower-art-project/

Record the length of the day. Do you notice
the days getting shorter?

Attract moths with this moth brew recipe.
https://files.nc.gov/ncparks/37/MOTH_BAI
TING_TIPS.PDF

What melts in the sun?
https://frugalfun4boys.com/simple-scienceexperiment-for-kids-what-melts-in-the-sun/

Sheet provided with journal sheets.

Sheet provided with journal sheets.

Go for a rain walk. Listen carefully to
the way rain sounds on different surfaces as it
falls.
Look for signs of erosion. Even a small rivulets
in your driveway can be a good example of
how erosion works.
Here is a soil erosion experiment you can do
even if there isn’t any rain.
https://www.lifeisagarden.co.za/soil-erosionexperiment/#.U3uAtVhdVmc
Also, check out the art projects that feature
rain in the art section at the end of this
document.

Make a pond viewer to view what’s
underneath the water.

Take it along next time you visit a pond.
https://www.ecoparent.ca/ecoparenting/make-underwater-viewing-scope
Sheet provided with journal sheets.

Plants climb in different ways. Some use
tendrils. Some twist around things. Still
others attach themselves to surfaces with
adhesive pads.

Killdeer will pretend to be injured to draw
predators away from their young.
https://www.birdwatching.com/stories/killdee
r.html

https://www.gardeners.com/how-to/howplants-climb/5373.html

What other ways can you think of that animals
try to trick predators? (Opossums or snakes
playing dead. Mimicry or camouflage.) Go on
a nature walk. Pay close attention to what the
birds you see are doing? Is any nesting still
taking place?
Sheet provided with journal sheets.

Make a sundial using numbered rocks and a
stick.

Can you find a bird feather?
http://kidwings.com/project/bird-feathers/
Birds have six different types of feathers.
Next time you find a feather, see if you can
figure out what type it is.

https://www.sparklestories.com/blog/post
/nature-school-project-diy-sundials/

Find a climbing plant. Which method is it
using to climb? Try to observe a small part
of it over time (a tendril or maybe the tip of
a vining plant). What changes do you notice
over time? Think of a way to mark it’s
present position (a string, a stick, or small
pebbles) and check back later in the day
and again the next day to see how it has
changed.
Time Lapse:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NvlkE
qMtVY Older students might enjoy making
their own time lapse.

Leaf rollers hide inside rolled up leaves. See if
you can find a leaf that has a leaf roller inside.
Why do you think the caterpillars do this? How
is the roll fastened? What tree did you find it
on?
You may wish to unroll the leaf and remove
the caterpillar that made it. Put it on a fresh
leaf and see if you can observe it make its roll.
Be amazed:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccpDJvG
MVuw

Leaf miners spend their life as a caterpillar
between the layers of a leaf.
Try to find a leaf with evidence of a leaf
miner inside. Hold the leaf up to the light
to see the caterpillar inside. Or maybe it
has already escaped through a tiny hole and
become a moth.

Spread milkweed seeds where they are
likely to grow or donate them.
https://www.saveourmonarchs.org/blog/colle
cting-milkweed-seeds-101

Observe how leaves breathe with this
experiment.
https://science-u.org/experiments/doleaves-breathe.html

Ask: What do you think would happen if all
the seeds fell straight underneath the plant?
How many seeds do you think are inside one
pod? Fill a jar with all the seeds inside one
pod. If your milkweed isn’t at the seed stage,
observe the different stages you can find.

Who can find the first star in the evening?

If you don’t have milkweed, what wildflowers
can you find? Pick one and see how many
stages you can from bud to seed head.
Wildflower journal sheet provided with
journal sheets.

Make a spore print using a mushroom that
you’ve found.
https://namyco.org/how_to_spore_prints.
php

Look for signs of woodpeckers on trees.
Learn the sound a downy woodpecker makes.
Often you will hear this bird before you see it, if
you see it at all.
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Downy_
Woodpecker/id

What berries can you find?
Elderberries are used in many store-bought
and homemade remedies for colds and flus.
You might want to collect your own.
https://www.thespruce.com/what-iselderberry-herb-1762285

How do bees help flowers?

Elderberry should not to be confused with
water hemlock which is deadly poisonous.
Water hemlock does not form berries, so if
you’re collecting berries you don’t need to
fear. http://www.eattheweeds.com/ufos2/look-alikes/elderberry-or-water-hemlock/

How do flowers help bees?

Sheet provided with journal sheets.

Observe a bee. What plants does it visit?

Art Projects
Stained Glass Window Art Project:
https://www.brainybeginningsnetwork.com/
post/stained-glass-windows
Watercolor Painting with Rain:
https://nurturestore.co.uk/kids-art-paintingrain
Rain Watercolor Resist:
http://elementaryartfun.blogspot.com/2014
/03/winter-rain-watercolor-resist.html
Make Recycled Seed Paper with Seeds from
you Garden
https://wonderfilleddays.com/seed-paperhearts/

